Hamilton Drive-Up Systems
set the standard for remote customer transactions

Manufacturers and providers of the latest in drive-up systems, modular vaults, vault doors, night depositories, physical security containers, alarm systems, safe deposit boxes and video surveillance equipment.

3143 Production Drive
Fairfield, OH 45014
Telephone: 513-874-3733
FAX: 513-874-3967
Visit our website at:
www.hamiltonsafe.com

HA-1000-Downsend
...affords unrestricted visibility over the teller counter

Through-the-counter Teller Unit
...low profile unit provides access from both sides of the counter

Double-Sided Overhead Teller Unit
...provides easy access to carrier from either side of a teller counter

- Pneumatic Tube Systems
- Audio Systems
- Tell-R-TV Systems
- Windows
- Deal Drawers
With Hamilton’s Model HA-1000, installation and maintenance costs are often reduced because its powerful air turbine is located inside the unit itself. A versatile and powerful performer since 1984, the HA-1000 has become an industry standard for drive-up banking.

Model HA-33 is Hamilton’s powerful 10” system, handles the most demanding commercial deposits moving scores of rolled coin, paperwork and even night deposits.

- Huge carrier capacity – up to 500 cubic inches
- Easy-to-use captive carrier
- “One-touch” operation
- Low-maintenance, stainless steel construction

Model HA-47 is a unique 4” x 7” system that easily handles both commercial and retail customer transactions.

- Carrier lies flat, opens square and easily accepts documents, cash and coin
- One-touch operation
- Low-maintenance stainless steel and polymer finishes
- “Tell-R-TV” Two-way video option
- Convenient front maintenance access
- does not disturb traffic in other lanes

Model HA-45 is available as an upsend unit only.

The Hamilton HA-1000 is available as either an upsend or a downsend unit.

The Hamilton HA-45 is available as an upsend unit only.

Model HA-47 is a unique 4” x 7” system that easily handles both commercial and retail customer transactions.

- Carrier lies flat, opens square and easily accepts documents, cash and coin
- One-touch operation
- Low-maintenance stainless steel and polymer finishes
- “Tell-R-TV” Two-way video option
- Convenient front maintenance access
- does not disturb traffic in other lanes

The Model HA-45 with the smallest footprint (less than 90 square inches) allows narrow islands and can be placed next to the building.

Both HA-1000 and HA-45 are industry standard 4.5” tube systems and feature low-maintenance stainless steel and polymer coated finishes. They have one button operation, provide clear audio communication and can be equipped with optional Tell-R-TV, two-way video.

The Model HA-1000 is available as either an upsend or a downsend unit.

Windows And Deal Drawers

- UL rated both frame and glass
- Available in sizes from 3’ x 5’ to 3’ x 15’
- Bullet resistant glass
- Stainless steel construction inside and out

Drive-Up Window

- UL rated both frame and glass
- Available in sizes from 3’ x 5’ to 3’ x 15’
- Bullet resistant glass
- Stainless steel construction inside and out

Model 400DD Deal Drawer

- Smooth manual or electric operation
- Rated U.L. Level 3 to resist .44 magnum attack
- Available for new installation and retrofits

Model 5092 Lightweight Wireless Headset

- Hands-free communication
- Provides communication even when the teller must move out of the customer’s line of sight
- Slim and lightweight

Tell-R-TV Retrofits

- Existing HA-1000 installations can be easily retrofitted with a video Tell-R-TV package. Choose between 6.5” and 10” LCD screens. The 10” model has a special high-intensity “sun-viewable” LCD screen.

Audio & Video Communications Systems

Model 5450 Video Console along with Model 5001 Series Audio Console

Combined units afford superb audio and visual communications to put customers at ease in remote transaction situations.

- Large LCD video display
- Integrated audio and video
- Control communications for up to 12 drive-up lanes

DCD-18 Deal Drawer

- Extra large 12” x 15” delivery platform that is 18” deep
- Bullet resistant
- Heater option for more comfort during cold weather

The Model HA-1000 is available as either an upsend or a downsend unit.

UL LISTED

The Hamilton HA-45 is available as an upsend unit only.
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The Model HA-1000 is available as either an upsend or a downsend unit.

UL LISTED

The Hamilton HA-45 is available as an upsend unit only.